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IELTS Writing task 2 
Q-In some countries, it is thought advisable that children begin formal education at four years 

old, while in others they do not have to start school until they are seven or eight. 

-How far do you agree with either of these views? 

 
Answer 

Parents in some regions of the globe urge their children to start learning when they are still 

toddlers, using books and computer games to teach them to count or learn their alphabet. The 

parents select the first school for their four-year-old that focuses on academic ability so that, 

by the time they enter the next school, the children are well ahead of their age group, with 

high marks in essential subjects such as math and language, or are prepared to take 

competitive-entrance examinations for other schools, if applicable. 

 

Children in other nations are kept at home or a playschool until they reach about seven. They 

don't even start learning to read until then, but they do like listening to and telling tales, 

painting and drawing, making models and building tree homes, swimming and playing ball 

sports, and keeping fish and growing plants in the playschool garden. 

 

The question, in my opinion, is not whether technique generates the most capable students 

because the bulk of those who enter university do so at roughly the same age, regardless of 

where they are taught. A bright scientist from one nation may be working alongside an 

equally brilliant scientist from another in a laboratory. Each career's educational beginnings 

may have been very different. As a result, it is apparent that all other things being equal, both 

systems may create capable academics. Nonetheless, one technique is likely to be superior to 

the other. 

 

Spending early childhood battling intellectual skills in a competitive environment does not 

appear to be the most excellent approach to developing a balanced personality. Learning via 

play and fostering social skills prepares a kid for adulthood in ways that competitive parents 

overlook. If a youngster has academic talent, it will show as the child grows up and will not 

need to be pressured at a young age. 
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